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Week Phase Date Day Workout Purpose Comments

1 Build 1/11 Mon 60min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

Run 
Goal: 4:45hr 1/12 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

1/13 Wed

15min warm up + 4 to 5 
times 2 mintues with 2min 
recovery jog + 15 min cool 
down

Build Speed, aerobic 
capacity (VO2 max)

Intervals done in zone 3 = comfortably hard, happy hard 
or fun hard. The effort should NOT be exhausting.

1/14 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING Build Endurance

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

1/15 Fri 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.  Perform this on road.

1/16 Sat Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

1/17 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

2 Build 1/18 Mon 45min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.
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Run 
Goal: 5hr 1/19 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

1/20 Wed

15min warm up + 3 times 5 
mintues with 5min recovery 
jog + 15 min cool down

Build Speed, aerobic 
capacity (VO2 max)

Intervals done in zone 3 = comfortably hard, happy hard 
or fun hard. The effort should NOT be exhausting.

1/21 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

1/22 Fri 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

1/23 Sat Long Steady Run: 2:30hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

1/24 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

3 Build 1/25 Mon 45min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

Run 
Goal: 5:30hr 1/26 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

1/27 Wed

Vertical training:  find a hill 
that takes approx. 30-
45min to climb up and 
down.  Repeat 2-3 times 
with no rest in-between 
(total time approx. 90min)

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance.

great way to practice power hiking, downhill technique 
and using your poles!

1/28 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

1/29 Fri 30min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.  Perform this on road.

1/30 Sat Long Steady Run: 2:45hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

1/31 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

4 Rest 2/1 Mon 30min easy run Build Endurance

this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 

Run 
Goal: 3:30hr 2/2 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.



2/3 Wed

45min easy conversational 
pace, followed by 20min 
Zone 3 effort

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance.

Run the first portion at an easy conversational pace and 
the back half at your Zone 3 effort (comfortably hard, 
happy hard, fun hard)

2/4 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

2/5 Fri 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

2/6 Sat Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

2/7 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

5 Build 2/8 Mon 60min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

Run 
Goal: 6:00hr 2/9 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

2/10 Wed

20min warm up, followed 
by 25min of hill intervals 
and finish with 20min cool 
down

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance.

Find a moderately sloped hill (that is more gradual than 
steep) that will take 2-3 minutes to ascend. Ascend at 
zone 3 effort (comfortably hard, happy hard, fun hard) and 
then recover by jogging down the hill.

2/11 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

2/12 Fri 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.  Perform this on road.

2/13 Sat Long Steady Run: 3hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

2/14 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

6 Build 2/15 Mon 60min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

Run 
Goal: 6:15hr 2/16 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.



2/17 Wed

Terrain Run:  choose a 
rolling course that takes 
you approx. 60min to run.  
Run the flats at tempo pace 
and the uphills and 
downhills at an easy pace.

Build speed, aerobic 
capacity (VO2 max)

85-90% MHR.  Slightly more intense than steady state 
effort.  Comfortably hard effort.  This workout is continious 
running.

2/18 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

2/19 Fri 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

2/20 Sat Long Steady Run: 3:30hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

2/21 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

7 Build 2/22 Mon 75min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

Run 
Goal: 7:00hrs 2/23 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

2/24 Wed

20min zone 1
20min zone 2
25min zone 3

Build speed, aerobic 
capacity (VO2 max)

Thirds progression Run.
Run the first 3rd very, very easy (zone 1).
Run the second 3rd easy (zone 2)
Run the last 3rd comfortably hard, happy hard, fun hard. 
(zone 3)

2/25 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

2/26 Fri 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.  Perform this on road.

2/27 Sat Long Steady Run: 4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

2/28 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

8 Rest 3/1 Mon 30min easy run Build Endurance

this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 

Run 
Goal: 4hrs 3/2 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.



3/3 Wed 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

3/4 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

3/5 Fri 60min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

3/6 Sat Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

3/7 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

9 Build 3/8 Mon 45min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

Run 
Goal: 7:15hr 3/9 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

3/10 Wed

20min warm up, followed 
by 15min of zone 3 
intervals (3 repeats)
 and 12min of zone 4 hill 
intervals (6 repeats), finish 
with 20min cool down

Build speed, aerobic 
capacity (VO2 max) and 
strength, lactic acid 
tolerance.

3min at Zone 3 effort with 2min recovery jogs (on flat 
terrain) into...
10sec hill ups with 2min recovery.

3/11 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.  Perform this on road.

3/12 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

3/13 Sat
Fast Finish Long Run: 3:
30hr

Build Endurance, leg 
resistance to fatigue, 
practice race pace, try 
equipment and nutritional 
routine.

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

3/14 Sun 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

10 Build 3/15 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 8hrs 3/16 Tue 75min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.



3/17 Wed

20min warm up, followed 
by 15min of zone 3 
intervals (3 repeats)
 and 12min of zone 4 hill 
intervals (6 repeats), finish 
with 20min cool down

Build speed, aerobic 
capacity (VO2 max) and 
strength, lactic acid 
tolerance.

3min at Zone 3 effort with 2min recovery jogs (on flat 
terrain) into...
10sec hill ups with 2min recovery.

3/18 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

3/19 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

3/20 Sat Long Steady Run: 4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

3/21 Sun 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

11 Build 3/22 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 8:15hr 3/23 Tue 75min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.  Perform this on road.

3/24 Wed

20min warm up, followed 
by 15min of zone 3 
intervals (3 repeats)
 and 12min of zone 4 hill 
intervals (6 repeats), finish 
with 20min cool down

Build speed, aerobic 
capacity (VO2 max) and 
strength, lactic acid 
tolerance.

3min at Zone 3 effort with 2min recovery jogs (on flat 
terrain) into...
10sec hill ups with 2min recovery.

3/25 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

3/26 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

3/27 Sat Long Steady Run: 4:30hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

3/28 Sun 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

12 Rest 3/29 Mon 45min easy run Build Endurance

this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 

Run 
Goal: 4hrs 3/30 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 90min depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.



3/31 Wed 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

4/1 Thu 75min easy run Build Endurance
this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 

4/2 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

4/3 Sat Long Steady Run: 90min Build Endurance
Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

4/4 Sun
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 90min depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

13 Build 4/5 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 9hrs 4/6 Tue 75min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run. Perform this on road.

4/7 Wed

45min easy conversational 
pace, followed by 20min 
Zone 3 effort

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance.

Run the first portion at an easy conversational pace and 
the back half at your Zone 3 effort (comfortably hard, 
happy hard, fun hard)

4/8 Thu 40min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

4/9 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

4/10 Sat Long Steady Run: 4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

4/11 Sun Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

14 Build 4/12 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 9.5hrs 4/13 Tue 60min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

 4/14 Wed

20min warm up.  3 times 
7min interval with 3min 
recovery jog in-between.  
20min cool down

Build stamina - lactate 
threshold speed.

4/15 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

4/16 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 



4/17 Sat Long Steady Run: 3.5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

4/18 Sun Long Steady Run: 3hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

15 Build 4/19 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 10.5hrs 4/20 Tue 60min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

4/21 Wed

Vertical training:  find a hill 
that takes approx. 30-
45min to climb up and 
down.  Repeat 2-3 times 
with no rest in-between 
(total time approx. 90min)

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance. great way to practice using your poles!

4/22 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light. Perform this on road.

4/23 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

4/24 Sat Long Steady Run: 4hrs Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

4/25 Sun Long Steady Run: 3hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

16 rest 4/26 Mon OFF Recovery Day

this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 

Run 
Goal: 5hrs 4/27 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 90min depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

4/28 Wed

20min easy conversational.  
30min tempo run.  20min 
easy conversational.

Build stamina - lactate 
threshold speed.

85-90% MHR.  Slightly more intense than steady state 
effort.  Comfortably hard effort.  This workout is continious 
running.

4/29 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

4/30 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

5/1 Sat Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

5/2 Sun
Progression Run: 90min 
thirds

Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Run the first third of the run easy, the middle 3rd medium 
and the last 3rd medium to hard.



17 Build 5/3 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 10hrs 5/4 Tue 60min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

5/5 Wed

20min warm up.  3-4 times 
5min interval with 3min 
recovery jog in-between.  
20min cool down

Build stamina - lactate 
threshold speed.

5/6 Thu OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

5/7 Fri 90min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

5/8 Sat Long Steady Run: 4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

5/9 Sun Long Steady Run: 2.5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

18 Build 5/10 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 10.5hrs 5/11 Tue 60min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

5/12 Wed

20min warm up + hill 
ladder.  Jog down the hill 
inbetween intervals.                                     
45sec run up x2                                      
60sec run up x2                                         
75sec run up x2                                           
90sec run up x2                                       
20min cool down

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance. effort is hard but not all out.

5/13 Thu OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

5/14 Fri Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

5/15 Sat Long Steady Run: 5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

5/16 Sun Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  



19 Rest 5/17 Mon OFF Recovery Day

this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 

Run 
Goal: 5hrs 5/18 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 90min depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

5/19 Wed 60min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.  Perform this on road.

5/20 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

5/21 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

5/22 Sat Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

5/23 Sun Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

20 Build 5/24 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 11.5hrs 5/25 Tue 60min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

5/26 Wed

30min warm up + 6x 
90second run up a 
moderately sloped hill with 
jog back down hill as 
recovery.  30min cool 
down.

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance. The effort is hard but not all out.  

5/27 Thu OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

5/28 Fri Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

5/29 Sat Long Steady Run: 4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

5/30 Sun
Fast Finish Long steady 
run: 3hrs

Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long with the last 20-30min 
at comfortably hard tempo pace. (80-90% MHR)



21 Build 5/31 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 11-12hrs 6/1 Tue OFF Recovery Day

You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

6/2 Wed

Vertical training:  find a hill 
that takes approx. 30-
45min to climb up and 
down.  Repeat 3-4 times 
with no rest in-between 
(total time approx. 2hrs)

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance. great way to practice using your poles!

6/3 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

6/4 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

6/5 Sat Long Steady Run: 5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

6/6 Sun Long Steady Run: 4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

22 Build 6/7 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 13hrs 6/8 Tue 60min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

6/9 Wed

20min warm up + 4x 3min 
tempo interval with 2min 
easy jogging in-between + 
30min cool down

Increase stamina and 
improve running rhythm

85-90% MHR.  Slightly more intense than steady state 
effort.  Comfortably hard effort.  This workout is continious 
running.

6/10 Thu Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

6/11 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

6/12 Sat Long Steady Run: 5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

6/13 Sun Long Steady Run: 4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

23 Rest 6/14 Mon OFF Recovery Day

this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 



Run 
Goal: 6hrs 6/15 Tue

OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 90min depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

6/16 Wed

60 to 90min booster run: 
Run 5k at steady stage 
pace in the middle of the 
run

Build stamina, lactate 
threshold

85-90% MHR. Slightly more intense than steady state 
effort. Comfortably hard effort. This workout is continious 
running.

6/17 Thu 90min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.  Perform this on road.

6/18 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

6/19 Sat Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

6/20 Sun Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

24 Build 6/21 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 10hrs 6/22 Tue 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance

65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

6/23 Wed

15min warm up + 4x 3min 
tempo interval with 2min 
easy jogging in-between + 
15min cool down

Increase stamina and 
improve running rhythm.  

85-90% MHR.  Slightly more intense than steady state 
effort.  Comfortably hard effort.  This workout is continious 
running.

6/24 Thu
off or cross-train (bike, 
swim, ski etc…) Recovery Day

6/25 Fri 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.  Perform this on the road.

6/26 Sat Long Steady Run: 3:30hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

6/27 Sun Long Steady Run: 3:30hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

25 Build 6/28 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 12.5hrs 6/29 Tue 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance

65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.



6/30 Wed

Vertical training:  find a hill 
that takes approx. 30-
45min to climb up and 
down.  Repeat 2-3 times 
with no rest in-between 
(total time approx. 2hrs)

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance. great way to practice using your poles!

7/1 Thu OFF  Recovery
 

7/2 Fri 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

7/3 Sat Long Steady Run: 6hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

7/4 Sun Long Steady Run: 3hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

26 Build 7/5 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 13hrs 7/6 Tue 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance

65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

7/7 Wed OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

7/8 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

7/9 Fri Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

7/10 Sat Long Steady Run: 5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

7/11 Sun Long Steady Run: 4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

27 Rest 7/12 Mon OFF Recovery Day

this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 

Run 
Goal: 5:15hrs 7/13 Tue 75min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

7/14 Wed
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

7/15 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.



7/16 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

7/17 Sat Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

7/18 Sun Long Steady Run: 90min
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

28 Build 7/19 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

Run 
Goal: 13-14hrs 7/20 Tue 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance

65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

7/21 Wed

Vertical training:  find a hill 
that takes approx. 30-
45min to climb up and 
down.  Repeat 2-3 times 
with no rest in-between 
(total time approx. 2hrs)

Build leg strength, 
VO2max and lactic acid 
tolerance. great way to practice using your poles!

7/22 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 3hrs depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

7/23 Fri Long Steady Run: 3hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

7/24 Sat Long Steady Run: 5.5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

7/25 Sun

Fast Finish Long Run: 3hrs 
with the last 5 to 7km at 
marathon effort

Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

29 Build 7/26 Mon Medium Long Run: 90min Build Endurance

In the middle of your run, alternate 3min of faster paced 
running with 3min of slower running x 3sets.  The rest of 
your run is performed at your regular steady long run 
pace.

Run 
Goal: 11-13hrs 7/27 Tue Long Steady Run: 2hrs

Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

7/28 Wed OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

7/29 Thu 60-90min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.  Perform this on the road.



7/30 Fri Long Steady Run: 3hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

7/31 Sat Long Steady Run: 5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

8/1 Sun OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

30 Rest 8/2 Mon
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

this is a good week for recovery.  You may want to run on 
the low end of the mileage range and take an extra day 
off 

Run 
Goal: 4-5hrs 8/3 Tue 45min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

8/4 Wed 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

8/5 Thu
OFF or OPTIONAL 
CROSS TRAINING

Build Endurance or 
Recovery

This session can be 30min to 90min depending on the 
cross-training base you have when starting this program.

8/6 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

8/7 Sat Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

8/8 Sun 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

31 Peak 8/9 Mon OFF Recovery Day
Endurance booster week.  This is a great week to practice 
race pace, try equipment and nutritional routine etc…

Run 
Goal: 14-17hrs 8/10 Tue 45min recovery run Bulid Endurance

65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

8/11 Wed OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

8/12 Thu 60-90min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

8/13 Fri Long Steady Run: 3-4hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

8/14 Sat Long Steady Run: 5-6hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

8/15 Sun Long Steady Run: 4-5hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  



32 Taper 8/16 Mon OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage or core 
work. 

Run 
Goal: 5-8hrs 8/17 Tue 60-90min easy run Build Endurance

75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

8/18 Wed OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage, band 
workout & core. 

8/19 Thu 60min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

8/20 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage, band 
workout & core. 

8/21 Sat Long Steady Run: 2-3hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

8/22 Sun Long Steady Run: 2hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

33 Taper 8/23 Mon OFF Recovery Day
You may want to run on the low end of the mileage range 
and take an extra day off 

Run 
Goal: 4-6hrs 8/24 Tue OFF Recovery Day

You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage, band 
workout & core. 

8/25 Wed

20min warm up.  10min 
tempo run.  20min cool 
down.

Build stamina - lactate 
threshold speed.

85-90% MHR.  Slightly more intense than steady state 
effort.  Comfortably hard effort.  This workout is continious 
running.

8/26 Thu 30-40min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.  Perform this on the road.

8/27 Fri OFF Recovery Day
You can use this day for rehab, yoga, massage, band 
workout & core. 

8/28 Sat Long Steady Run: 2-3hrs
Build Endurance & 
Stamina. 

Time on your feet is more important than pace in a long, 
steady run. Run easy and run long.  

8/29 Sun 60-90min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.

34 Taper 8/30 Mon OFF Recovery Day
Run 
Goal:  8/31 Tue OFF Recovery Day

9/1 Wed 30-40min recovery run Bulid Endurance
65% MHR or 70% by the end of the run.  It's very, very 
light.

9/2 Thu 60-80min easy run Build Endurance
75% MHR (maximum heart rate) to 80% by the end of the 
run.



9/3 Fri OFF Recovery Day
9/4 Sat STAGE ONE  
9/5 Sun STAGE TWO   

35 9/6 Mon STAGE THREE
9/7 Tue STAGE FOUR
9/8 Wed STAGE FIVE
9/9 Thu STAGE SIX

9/10 Fri STAGE SEVENT
9/11 Sat STAGE EIGHT  

9/12 Sun CELEBRATE!   


